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In his doctor thesis (Mem. Acad. Roy. Eelg. 11, No. 4 (1937). l-l lo), M. Krasner 
proved the following theorem (in Hilbert’s terminology): Let k be a field of 
algebraic numbers (or 8-adic field), K a normal extension of k of finite degree, B a 
prime ideal of K, e the ramification order of B in K/k, p the characteristic of the 
residual field (mod 9). h the greatest factor of e prime to p, uq the qth ramification 
number and n,, the order of the qth ramification group V, of K/k. Then, 
(nq-ny+, ) vq ~0 (mod h). This result is easily extended to the classical case 
(valuation of k discrete, the residual extension K/k of K/k separable), and is given 
for this case (with the proof similar to that of Krasner) by J.-P. Serre in “corps 
locaux” (Herman, Paris, 1968). Here we prove an analoguous, but more com- 
plicated result, for arbitrary normal extensions (of finite degree) of discretely valued 
fields and for some situations in the case of dense valuations. ri‘i 1988 Academic Press, 
Inc. 
In 1931, M. Deuring generalized Hilbert’s ramification theory to the nor- 
mal finite extensions of arbitrary valued fields (see [ 1 ] ). 
This theory is really satisfactory only in the case of discrete valuations. 
In the case of dense valuations, Krasner gave in [6] (though without 
proofs) a more subtle theory, including also the case of non-normal exten- 
sions. 
But for a rather particular problem discussed in this paper (and mainly 
in the case of discrete valuation) the Deuring theory is sufficient. 
We shall not go beyond it, but we shall formulate its notions in more 
convenient form by means of the so-called semi-real numbers introduced 
by Krasner in 1944 in his paper [2]. 
Let k be a valued field’ and let (..(be its valuation, u(..)= -In I..1 its 
’ We consider here only the valuation in ordinary sense, taking only real values, The more 
general Krull valuation, such that non-zero elements of k take their values in some arbitrary 
totally ordered group f (we call then, in following Krasner, “hypervaluations”) will not be 
considered here. 
We still call valuation what some people (in particular. Bourbaki) now call “absolute 
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exponent, r(k) = {lx]; x # 0} its valuation group, u(k) = {u(x); x #O { = 
In T(k) its exponent group, i= (xEk; 1x1 d l} its valuation (or integrity) 
ring, m = {x E k; (xl < 1 } the maximal ideal of i, k = i/m the residual field of 
k, p the characteristic of R (which is also called the residual characteristic 
of k). 
If a E i, we shall denote ti the rest a + m E k of a. 
Let K be a valued extension of k, i.e., an extension of k with some 
valuation continuing that of k, and which will be denoted (and also the 
corresponding exponent) by the same symbols I..( and v( ..) as that of k. 
We shall denote by T(K), o(K), Z, M, $ respectively, the valuation and 
exponent groups of K, its valuation ring, the maximal ideal of I and the 
residual field of K. 
Obviously, I’(k) and u(k) are subgroups of, respectively, the mul- 
tiplicative group T(K) and the additive group u(K). 
The index e= (T(K):T(k)) = (u(K):u(k)) is culled ramification order of 
K/k. If e = hp”, where p j h, e” = h will be called the separable rumifi:cation 
order of KJk. 
The field k can (and will) be identified canonically with a subfield of K in 
identifying, for every a E i, the rest a + m c k in k with its rest a + M= 
(u+m)+McKin K. Then,S= [R:L] is called the residual degree of K/k. 
If 2 is the separable Kernel of K/k (i.e., k is the greatest separable sub- 
extension of K/k), f = [k:k] is called the separable residual degree of K/k. 
If n = [K:k] is finite, what will be supposed from now on, e, I?, f, f are 
ordinary integers. For avoiding secondary complications, we shall also sup- 
pose that Kfk is separable. 
If the valuation of k is discrete (and also that of K when [K:k] is finite), 
the least strictly positive element of u(k) will be denoted by w  and, if the 
valuation of K is also discrete, that of u(K) will be denoted by 52. 
Usually, these valuations are normalized so, that Q = 1, i.e., u(K) = 2. 
Now we shall define the mentioned semi-real numbers. 
Let R” = R u { - cc, + cc } be the complete real straight line, ordered by 
its usual order, and let be .Z the set { -, 0, + } ordered by the order 
- <o< +. 
value,” i.e., any mapping [,.I: k + R, of k into the set R, of non-negative real numbers 
satisfying the axioms: 
(1) IxI=O*x=O, 
(2) Ix+ YI 4 Max(lxl. IAh 
(3) I4 = I4 IA. 
The mapping u = -In I..I: k + R v { + co} (where R is the real field and In denotes natural 
logarithm), which the same people call “valuation,” will be called ualuatioe order (Krasner) or 
exponent (2. Borevitch and I. Shafarevitch). 
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Consider R” x H lexicographically ordered (i.e., if p = (r, 5) and p’ = 
(r’, 5’) are two elements of R” x Z, p < p’ signifies either r < r’ or r = r’ and 
5 < 5’). The semi-real straight line is the subset S = {p E R” x Z; 
~#(-a, -), P#(+Go, +,} of R’xE, ordered by induced order, and its 
elements will be called semi-real numbers. 
If p = (r, 5) E S, r(p) = r will be called the real value of p and r(p) = 5 will 
be called its species. The complete real straight line R” will be identified 
(with the conservation of its order) to a subset of S in identifying r E R” to 
(r, 0) E S. 
We shall simplify the notations in writing r-, r, r+ instead of (r, - ), 
(r, 0), (r, + ). It is easy to see, that if A s R” and a = Sup,0 A (resp. Inf,o A) 
is the supremum (resp. infimum) of A on R”, we have Sup, A (resp. Inf, A) 
is a when it is reached and is a - (resp. a + ) when it is not reached. 
If T # @ is a subset of a valued field K (in particular, some ideal of I); 
we define its valuation 1 TI and its exponent v(T) as Sup,{ 1x1; x E T) (resp. 
Inf,{ u(x); x E T} ). 
If the valuations is discrete and T is upper bounded, clearly ) TI and v(T) 
are always real (i.e., of species 0). 
Some partial rational operations can be (and have been) defined on S, 
but we do not need them in this paper. 
If a E K is primitive in K/k, let f(x) = f&x) be the minimal polynomial 
of a over k and f’(x) = df(x)/dx its derivative. Then, the ideal 6(a) of K 
generated by f’(a) is called the different of a (over k). 
The ideal &K/k) of K, generated by 
{f&(a); a E Z, a primitive in K/k}, 
is called the arithmetical different of K/k (see [6] and [IS]). Visibly, 
v(G(K/k)) = 1:’ {$6(a)); aE 1, a primitive in K/k). 
An a E I is said discriminantial (in K/k) if 6(a) = 6(K/k). 
Clearly, such elements can exist only if u(G(K/k)) is real, and it is shown 
in [S, Sect. 43, that, in this case (and, in particular, when the valuation of k 
is discrete) they really always exist. Further, Krasner showed in 
[8, Sect. 43, that if a is a discriminantial element, v(a) < 52 in the case of 
discrete valuation, and u(a) = 0 in the case of dense valuation. 
Let us suppose that, in addition to previous conditions (separability, 
finite degree) the valued extension K/k is normal. Let g = g(K/k) be its 
Galois group, 1 K its identical automorphism and g* the set { 0 E g; 0 # 1 ,}. 
The set VP*(K/k)= Z(K/k) (which is a group as all other subsets of g, 
which will be defined here) of u E g, which preserve the valuation of K, i.e., 
are isometries, is called the decomposition group of K/k. 
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The set 
will be called the inertia group of K/k. 
The set 
V,,(K/k)= V(K/k)= {a~z(K/k); (aEK;a#O)*la(a)-al -C Ial} 
(which is E T,,,) is called the ram$cation group of K/k. 
Let ~(a; a) = u(o(a) - a) and u(a) = Inf,{ o(o; a); a E Z}. Then, u(o; a) and 
u(a) are called characteristic numbers of IS at a (resp. characteristic numbers 
of a). We have U(C) = +co iff g # 1 K and, U(G) is real and belongs to u(K) 
when the valuation of k is discrete, but is generally semi-real and may have 
the species + when this valuation is dense (however, if u(G(K/k)) is real, all 
U(C), cr E g*, are also, as Krasner showed in Sect. 4 of [8]). 
He showed there also, that if, in the case of dense valuation, 
u(o; a) = u(g) for some (T E g*, u(a) must be 0. 
Let vO,u ,,..., u,, v,+~= +cc; all values of v(a), cr E g, written in increas- 
ing order. Then v, is called the qth ramification number of 2 K/k and 
V&K/k) = {C E V; u(a) 2 vy} is called the qth ramification group of K/k. 
As K/k will remain unchanged during all reasonings of this paper, its 
indication will be dropped, and we shall write simply Z, T, V, V,. Every I’, 
(q = -1, o,..., m) is invariant in V, ~, . 
It is known that Z/T is canonically isomorphic to g(K/iL), so (Z: T) = 7 
Let be cr E T. Then T/V is canonically isomorphic to the group 
XR(v(K)/v(k)) of characters in R of the group v(K)/(v(k)), i.e., to that 
XCP’(v(K)/v(k)) of ordinary complex characters of order prime to p. So 
(T: V)=z=h. 
As we need this canonical isomorphism, we shall describe it. If D E T, so 
also EZ, we have for any aE K, lo(a)1 = Ial so, if a#O, lo(a) a-‘( = 1 and 
Q(a) a-’ E I. 
Let /?(a; a) = o(a) a-’ ER We have /I(o; ab) = j?(o, a) j?(o; 6) so p(o; a) 
for a fixed 6, is a character of the multiplicative group K* of K in R. But if 
u(a) = 0, i.e., Ial = 1, we have la(a) - al < 1, i.e., a(a) = 5 and B(o; a) = i. So 
/?(o; a) depends only on v(a). But if aE k, we have a(a) = a, so again 
/?(o; a) = i, and {v(a); a E k* > = u(k). So /I(a; a) depends only on $a) = 
’ In the classical case (valuation of k discrete, K/k separable), and, in particular in the 
papers on the theory of ramification in lields of algebraic numbers or B-adic fields, it is usual 
to call uy - 52 as such. But, that changes very little, and the terminology of this paper seems to 
me preferable. 
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u(u) + u(k). So, if for a VE V(K)/u(k), we write ~(a, 6) = p(o; a), where v = 
u(a), X(O): U + ~(a; 6) is a character of u(K)/u(k) in 1% We have, if 
v=u(a)(aEK),~(O,az;v)=O,Oz(a)u~‘=O,((Tz(u)a-’)a,(u)u-’ 
=a,(a)a~‘o,(a)a~‘=~(a,;u)~(az;a) 
= X(a*; 6) X(02 ; V), 
because, as c, E T and 02(u) up’ EZ, we have 
c,(c2(u) a-‘) = g*(u) u-l. 
So (T -+x(o) is a homomorphism of T into 
and it is known that this mapping is one of T onto this group. 
The kernel of this homomorphism is obviously P’. When the valuation of 
k is discrete, u(K)/u(k) is cyclic, and so also is T/V. If the valuation is dense 
and u, (O<q<m) is real, VY/VY+, is isomorphic to some additive sub- 
group of some vectorial space (of finite dimension) over I? (in particular, 
when u(G(K/k)) is real, that is, an additive subgroup of R). 
Here is the method, indicated by Krasner (in more general frame3,4) to 
establish such isomorphism: Let a E I and Z7q be an element of I such, that 
u(Q) = u,. 
Then, if o E V,, u(o(u)-u)=v(a;u)~u(o)bu,, and I[o(u)-a] 
“,‘I d 1. so, 
&(o; a) = [a(u) -a] “y ’ E IT. 
We have j,(ola2;u)= [a,o,(u)-a] l7;‘. But 
co, g*(u) - a] ‘7;’ = o,( [Cl(U) -a] z7,‘)(o,(z7,) “y 1) + [o,(u) - a] “y’. 
We have as 6, E T, 
a,(Co,(a)-al “yY= Coz(a)-al “;‘=B,b*;a), 
Co*(a) -al fl;’ = P,(q ; a) 
and, as g1 E V, a,(Z7,) ‘7;’ = i. So 
Bq(a, 02; a) = &@I ; a) + P,b ; a). 
3 In [S, 61. 
4 And, in particular cases, by Krull [9] and Deuring [ 11. 
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If u is discriminantial element of 1, we have, for any (r E g, o(o; a) = u(o) 
and Q -+ /?,(a; a) is an homomorphism of V, onto some additive subgroup 
M&17,, a) of R having V,,, as kernel: so, V4/Vq+, N (M,(Z7,, a), +). 
That is always the case if the valuation of k is discrete. 
In the general case (but in supposing u = u, real), there exists always for 
every UE I’,, which is #I’,+,, some a, such, that u(o; a,) = v(a) = u. 
So, there exists a finite set A = {al, Q,..., a,} of elements of I such, that 
for every such cr, there exists an ui such, that ~(a; ui) = u [and we can, 
besides, drop (and we shall do so) all ui such, that u(cr; ui) > u for every 
CJE V,]. Then, if P&a; A) is the vector 
we have 
[because we have such equality for every component /I&o; ai)] and 0 + 
P&a; A) is a homomorphism of V4 onto an additive subgroup M,(Z7,, A) of 
a E-vectorial space of dimension s. Its kernel is If, + 1, because if ~7 $ V,, + 1, 
/?,(o; a,) # 0 for some i. 
So, if uq is real, VJV, + , is a p-group. But that is right for every q, and 
order of V is a power of p. By an easy translation of Krasner’s result given 
in Section 4 of [S], we see that a -+ B&o; a) is, for a fixed 0, a “bar- 
derivation,” i.e., 
and 
B&i a + b) = /$(a; a) +&kc b) 
p&T; ub) = /3&T; a)6 + iq?,(o; b). 
That permitted us to introduce the following intrinsic refinement of the 
sequence of V,, when the valuation of k is discrete: 
If r~ E g, two cases are possible: 
(1) there exists a Z7~Zsuch, that v(n)=52 and u(a;n)=u(a), and, 
then, this equality is right for every such 17; 
(2) ~(0; a) = u(a) implies u(u) = 0. 
Then, if cr E V, and 17 is such an element of 1, the kernel of 0 -+ /?,(a; Z7) 
is, visibly, an overgroup 
V; = Vq(K/k) of V,+ 1 
such, that 0 4 V, + 1 belongs to it iff it is in case (2). So Vb does not depend 
on the choice of Z7. And V,/V:, is isomorphic to (M,(Z7q, Z7), + ) and 
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VblV,+ 1 to (Mb(Z7,; A), + ), where Mb(ZZq; A) = (/?,(a; A), CJ E l$} and all 
~(a,) are =O. 
We shall denote n4 the order of V,,nb that of V:, and 
Krasner proved in his thesis [2] (published in 1937) pp. 76-77, for nor- 
mal extensions of fields of algebraic numbers (and the proof clearly holds 
for P-adic case), the following result, that I formulate in the terminology of 
the present paper: V, is invariant in T and if the valuation I..\ is nor- 
malized so that Q= 1, (d,- l)(u,- 1) is ~0 (mod/z). 
This result may be formulated also so: d, - 1 (or n, - ny + I ) is divisible 
by the order of (uy - 1) + u(k) in u(K)/u(k). 
We shall generalize this result (with some modifications) to the general 
case of real uy . 
Suppose u = uy real. We shall identify a root of unity K in R with the uni- 
que root of unity E of K of order prime to p having 5 as its rest. Let be a E I. 
Then, if (T E V,, we have ~(a; a) 2 uy = u. 
If z E T, we have 
zat~‘(u)-a=z[o(~~‘(u))-r-‘(a)] 
= dI4x,(u(a)) -’ a) - x,MW al + rCa(b) -bl, 
where 
so u(b) > u(u). 
If the valuation of k is dense or it is discrete and g E Vb, we shall suppose 
that u(u) =O, and if the valuation of k is discrete and if (T $ V;, we shall 
suppose u(u) = Q. 
Then 
u(r[a(b) - b]) = u(a(b) - b) = u(0; b) > u(0) 2 II,. 
From the other side, as x,(v(u)) E Z and 0, r are ET, we have 
4x7(G))) = x,(G)) (mod Ml, 
so, as &,(~(a))) is a root of unity of order prime top, 
4X,(U(U))) = x,(u(a))) 
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and also 
Q*(u(a))) = xAv(a))). 
So we have 
AS u(T(da) - a)) = da(a) -a) = u(o; a) 3 u(u) 3 uy, we have 
u(zaz-‘; a) 3 u,. 
So, V, and V, are invariant in T, and 
u(tar-‘;u)=u, iff ~(a; a) = uq 
On the other hand, we have, as o(z[o(b) - b]) > u(c) = uy, 
A/( TUT-‘;a)= [TUT-‘(a)-a] l7,-’ 
=x,(u(u))-‘[T(U(U)-a)] n;1. 
But 
z(a(a) -a) = x,(u(a(u) - u))(a(u) - a) + c 
= x,(4(-? a))(da) - a) + c = x,(o,)(a(4 - 0) + c, 
where 
u(c) > u(u; a) 2 uy. 
So. we have 
u(x,(u(u))-’ cz7,-‘) > 0 + u, - uy = 0. 
so 
&(TUT - 1; a) = x,mrl x,(fi,)(4a) - a) q1 
= my -v(a)) P&T a). 
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So, if the valuation of k is dense or GE I$, we have, with our choice of a, 
U TUT - I; a) = x,(fi,) B,(a; a) 
and if the valuation is discrete and 04 Vb, 
/3,( 7m - ’ ; a) = x,(uq - Q) B,(u; a) 
(or x~(u,, - 1) p&a; a) when the valuation is normalized so that 52 = 1). 
In case (2) the valuation of k is dense or (r E Vq, and there exists a finite 
set A = (a,, aI,..., a,v) such, that all u(a,) are =0 and rs -+ p&o; A) is a 
homomorphism of V, (when the valuation is dense) or Vb (when it is dis- 
crete) into the additive group of the K-vectorial space R and its kernel is 
V y+,r and we have 
U TUT ~- ’ ; A) = (p,(?or- ‘; a,),..., /?,(zor I; a,y)) 
= (~~(5~) B&u; a,),..., x,(G,) P&c a.,)) 
As in case (I ) the valuation of k is discrete and 0 $ VI. If IZ E I is such 
that u(n) = 52, the mapping 0 --f o&a; n) is a homomorphism of Yr, into 
the additive group of R having the kernel Vi, and we have 
Let o(C) (u E o(K)) be the order of u over u(k), i.e., that of I?= u + o(k) in 
u( K)/v(k). and 6( 6) the greatest factor of o(u) prime to p. 
Let E(f) be the group of Ith roots of unity. Then, if x ranges over the 
group P”(u(K)/u(k)) = X,(v(K)/u(k)) of all characters of order prime to p, 
x(V) ranges obviously over E(d(i?)), and when T ranges over T, X~ ranges 
over 
x,du(JWu(k)). 
So, in case (2) 
V(0) = (&(zfJ- ‘; A); t E T) = E(d(v,)) P&a; A) 
and, in case (I), 
V(o) = (A/(~~~ - ’ ; ZZ); T E T) is E(d(u, - Q)) j?,(o; Z7). 
In both cases, for two elements cl, o2 of V (which are in a same case) 
V(ol) and ?‘(a,) are equal or disjoint. 
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We have a,(<)~ V(o) iff, for some ZET, 5~7(~V~+,)7-*=7~7-‘V~+, 
in case (2) and ttz7(aVq)rp1 =7at-‘Vq in case (1) (because V,+r and V: 
are invariant in T), i.e., 
I’ll= {rot-‘,~ET) I’, (resp. (7~7~‘; 7~ T} <), 
The sets L(a) are disjoint or equal, so form a partition of V,. V,, ,5 when 
the valuation of k is dense, and, in the case of discrete valuation, that of 
vq... v,,, in case (2) and of V,, . . V:, in case (1). As V(o) has a(~?,) 
elements in case (2) and a(~,--Q) elements in case (1), L(Q) has in the 
same case, respectively, C(V,) ny+ , and d(q) n; elements. 
The number of elements of V, . . . P’, + 1, I$. . V, + , , I’,. . v:, are, respec- 
tively, ny - ny + , = (d, - 1) ny + 1, 
+n,+ I =cdl’-lh/+l, n,-nb=(dl-l)n;. 
That proves the 
THEOREM. Jf the valuation of k is dense and vy is real, d, E 1 
(mod a(~?,)). If the valuation of k is discrete, d; = 1 (mod G(v, -L2) and 
dg z 1 (mod G(fi,)). 
This theorem can be written in another form. Let 
Y’p’(~)(x E P”(v(K)/u(k)); x(V) = 1 }, 
and let h(C) be the order of this group. We have h(C) = h/d(V) and S(u)) m is 
equivalent to h(C)m 3 0 (mod h), i.e., d, = 1 (mod d(fi,)), d:, E 1 
(mod G(q)) and d” - 1 (mod ii( are equivalent to, respectively, 
(d,-- 1) h(v,)zO (mod h), (dq- l)h(v,-Q)=O (mod h), (d;l- 1) h(G,)=O 
(mod h). 
In the case of discrete valuation, if we normalize it so that 52 = 1, h(6) is 
the g.c.d. of v and h, and these congruences become 
(d:,- l)(v,- 1)-O (modh) 
and 
(d;‘- 1) v,-0 (modh) 




5 If A and B are two sets, A B will denote their set difference {x E A; x Q? B}. 
641/28/l-2 
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- - 
In the classical case (valuation of k discrete, K/k separable) it is easy to 
show that VI = V,, , , so 
(d,-l)(o,-l)=O (mod/z). 
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